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My Name is Sherlock Holmes 2015
dr john watson relates the story of his life and adventures prior to meeting the consulting detective sherlock holmes goodreads com

The Private Life of Dr. Watson 1983
found at the bottom of a dispatch box once belonging to john h watson md are notes of some cases of sherlock holmes which until now
had never been read notes that reveal the details of the russian bear the hand of glory and the missing spoon

The Last Notes from the Dispatch-Box of John H. Watson M.D. 2018-04-26
two adventures of sherlock holmes one in two parts and an account of the fourth smartest man in london john clay

Notes from the Dispatch-Box of John H. Watson M.D.: Some Untold Adventures of
Sherlock Holmes 2018-08-17
four adventures of sherlock holmes three told by doctor watson and one described in a letter by inspector lestrade to watson following the
unfortunate events of the reichenbach falls

Further Notes from the Dispatch-Box of John H. Watson M.D. 2018-08
not all the cases presented to holmes could be solved by grasping that one strand of logical reasoning that anchored us to the world in
which we trust for logic cannot always defend against the irrational and sometimes the irrational is truth

Sherlock Holmes: the Impossible Cases 2010
it is the summer before the outbreak of world war i holmes at his baker street flat receives a telegram from the brilliant young philosopher
bertrand russell begging him to come to cambridge to investigate the theft of a uniquely precious treasure the mind of ludwig wittgenstein
provided by publisher
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The Case of the Philosophers' Ring by Dr. John H. Watson 1978
spring 1902 america is coming to terms with the murder of president mckinley britain is preparing to crown king edward vii a series of
cryptic adverts in a personal column lead holmes to a body in regent s park when a scottish lawyer is found murdered on the same day
holmes senses a conspiracy linked to the jacobites

Sherlock Holmes and the American Angels 2008
in the year 1908 holmes believed himself to be in retirement watson was once again in private practice and unwed mrs hudson had gone
to sussex to act as holmes s housekeeper but the fates had agreed that martha hudson and john watson should be together or had they
when dr watson proposes to martha hudson it sets off a series of events that only sherlock holmes can deal with watson has already had
three wives all have died under unfortunate circumstances colm campbell martha hudson s nephew thinks there is more here than meets
the eye is watson just unlucky or are the deaths suspicious holmes must come to his best friends defence

Sherlock Holmes and the Black Widower 2013-09-04
january 1889 sherlock holmes and doctor john watson have grown accustomed to the extraordinary the inexplicable and the downright
strange mysterious hounds sinister cabals ingenious murders and desperate criminals of all stripes but they are about to face a year unlike
any other as they tackle some of their most challenging cases to date and in doing so uncover the dark conspiracy at the heart of the
woman who wasn t

Sherlock Holmes 2024-03-14
a tale of drama and intrigue as holmes and watson strive to unravel the mystery of lord backwater s death many obstacles are put in their
way

Sherlock Holmes and the Man from Hell 1997
in dust and shadow sherlock holmes hunts down jack the ripper with impeccably accurate historical detail rooting the whitechapel
investigation in the fledgling days of tabloid journalism and clinical psychology this astonishing debut explores the terrifying prospect of
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hunting down one of the world s first serial killers without the advantage of modern forensics or profiling sherlock s desire to stop the killer
who is terrifying the east end of london is unwavering from the start and in an effort to do so he hires an unfortuate known as mary ann
monk the friend of a fellow streetwalker who was one of the ripper s earliest victims however when holmes himself is wounded in
whitechapel attempting to catch the villain and a series of articles in the popular press question his role in the crimes he must use all his
resources in a desperate race to find the man known as the knife before it is too late penned as a pastiche by the loyal and courageous dr
watson dust and shadow recalls the ideals evinced by sir arthur conan doyle s most beloved and world renowned characters while testing
the limits of their strength in a fight to protect the women of london scotland yard and the peace of the city itself

Sherlock Holmes and the Man from Hell 2000
this story has just been updated and proofed to correct mistakes made in the first printing i have received the transcript of a recent
discovery of a here to fore unknown chronicle written by dr john h watson and whether or not these pages proves to be genuine they
present a fascinating chronicle of events paralleling the lives of dr watson and sherlock holmes if true then a vast store of new knowledge
has been opened to us and i think will gleam as bright as a diamond to be treasured by all who hold sherlock holmes and dr watson dear in
their hearts and minds this transcript is somewhat long and at times rambling but i believe it to be a true accounting of what dr watson felt
at the time it was written and at worst if it be a forgery it was cleverly done and still laudable in its context the last known writings of dr
watson un covered by an london dealer in antiquities in the reminiscing of his marriages his steadfastness with holmes watson is re united
one last time with sherlock holmes as he entails the surprising developments of a life sustaining substance by sherlock holmes if what
holmes claims is true then the consequences of this discovery hold changes that would affect for all of human ity the decision will be
determined by sherlock holmes and his brother mycroft holmes as they strive to outwit the forces determined to obtain the secrets of the
life sustaining substance the surprise ending of the story will leave the reader seeing holmes in a different light

Dust and Shadow 2009-04-28
in 1537 the abbot jervais guillaume de forrestier disappeared along with the treasures of an abbey over 300 years later explorers at a
neolithic site discovered the body of their expedition leader he was found in a trench bound to a chair that s when inspector macdonald
called on sherlock holmes arriving in the pleasant village of little stoke holmes learns there is more at stake than the murder of an aging
academic two powerful families continue an age old dispute over the lands their ancestors once held they each request that holmes assist
them in order to discover the whereabouts of the long lost charters that granted their lands holmes soon finds himself surrounded by
unique village personalities strange nursery rhymes mysterious ancient barrows and the ruins of a mediaeval abbey church as he delves
into the case with watson by his side he learns that the murder which drew him to little stoke was the final act in a play that has been
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running for over three centuries suppressed for over 50 years now the story can be told of murder deception the lust for power and
unimagined fortune it is the story of the charters affair winner 1994 eaton literary award book category

Dr. John H. Watson's Last Chronicles 2010-10-20
holmes enthusiasts will again find a story that is true to their hero readers who just enjoy a good mystery thriller will appreciate the terse
narrative and fast moving action lawrence j goodrich christian science monitor located by a computer in the bowels of a major university
where it had collected dust for over half a century this missing manuscript by the biographer of sherlock holmes reveals for the first time a
hitherto unknown episode in the life of the great detective holmes master sleuth was also an accomplished violinist following his discharge
from therapy with sigmund freud see the seven per cent solution we now learn that he journeyed to paris and there found employment as
a pit musician at the paris opera the year is 1891 paris is the capital of the western world and its opera house is full of surprises first and
by no means least is the sudden reappearance of the great love of holmes s life an accomplished singer from hoboken new jersey second
is the series of seemingly bizarre accidents each more sinister than the last allegedly arranged by the opera ghost an opponent who goes
by many names and is more than equal to holmes alone in a strange and spectacular city with none of his normal resources holmes is
commissioned to protect a vulnerable young soprano whose beautiful voice obsesses a creature no one believes is real but whose jealousy
is lethal in this dazzling long awaited sequel to the seven per cent solution the detective pits wits against a musical maniac and we are
treated to an adventure unlike any other in the archives of sherlock holmes

The Charters Affair 2000-07-28
in nicholas meyer s the return of the pharaoh sherlock holmes returns in an adventure that takes him to egypt in search of a missing
nobleman a previously undiscovered pharaoh s tomb and a conspiracy that threatens his very life with his international bestseller the
seven per cent solution nicholas meyer brought to light a previously unpublished case of sherlock holmes that reinvigorated the world s
interest in the first consulting detective now many years later meyer is given exclusive access to dr watson s unpublished journal wherein
he details a previously unknown case in 1910 dr john watson travels to egypt with his wife juliet her tuberculosis has returned and her
doctor recommends a stay at a sanitarium in a dry climate but while his wife undergoes treatment dr watson bumps into an old friend
sherlock holmes in disguise and on a case an english duke with a penchant for egyptology has disappeared leading to enquiries from his
wife and the home office holmes has discovered that the missing duke has indeed vanished from his lavish rooms in cairo and that he was
on the trail of a previous undiscovered and unopened tomb and that he s only the latest egyptologist to die or disappear under odd
circumstances with the help of howard carter holmes and watson are on the trail of something much bigger more important and more
sinister than an errant lord
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The Canary Trainer: From the Memoirs of John H. Watson, M.D. 1995-03-17
first book in a new series for those who love traditional mysteries fans of sherlock holmes and all mystery lovers rejoicefather of lies is the
first in an exciting new series taken directly from newly discovered files of john h watson m d friend biographer and colleague of england s
legendary detective sherlock holmes when his brother mycroft disappears sherlock holmes is drawn into the most thrilling case of his
career one that puts his powers to the test as he goes up against the father of lies the lord of evil himself the stakes couldn t be higher as
holmes and watson are sent by leaders all over the globe to battle for the very survival of mankind an international chase will lead them
from the serene rooms of london s diogenes club to a scenic frozen wasteland in upper new york the two friends will battle their way
through caves and underground tunnels and even confront the magnificent niagara falls readers will love this eerie journey into the lair of
the most diabolical villain ever the immortal pair s friendship indeed their very lives will be threatened by the father of lies a cunning
creature who would drain every ounce of their willpower and courage along the way they and readers will meet memorable characters like
wiggins former head of the baker street irregulars now all grown up everyone in this powerful narrative heroes and villains and
supernatural beings will linger in readers memory fans of laurie r king anthony horowitz kareem abdul jabbar and anna waterhouse sherry
thomas william ritter and of course sir arthur conan doyle will delight in these new adventures of the brilliant sleuth his good friend and his
nemesis

The Return of the Pharaoh 2021-11-09
with the international bestseller the seven per cent solution nicholas meyer brought to light a previously unpublished case of sherlock
holmes as recorded by dr john h watson now meyer returns with a shocking discovery an unknown case drawn from a recently unearthed
watson journal january 1905 holmes and watson are summoned by holmes brother mycroft to undertake a clandestine investigation an
agent of the british secret service has been found floating in the thames carrying a manuscript smuggled into england at the cost of her
life the pages purport to be the minutes of a meeting of a secret group intent on nothing less than taking over the world based on real
events the adventure takes the famed duo in the company of a bewitching woman aboard the orient express from paris into the heart of
tsarist russia where holmes and watson attempt to trace the origins of this explosive document on their heels are desperate men of
unknown allegiance determined to prevent them from achieving their task and what they uncover is a conspiracy so vast as to challenge
sherlock holmes as never before
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Sherlock Holmes and the Father of Lies 2020-04-13
another discovery from the vaults of cox and co the old london bank which had forwarded the deed box of john h watson to the author last
year the dispatch box contains all manner of illuminating documents about mssrs holmes and watson of particular interest are what the
author refers to as the affair of the vatican cameos the reigate poisoning case and a document apparently written by the man holmes
himself called the fourth smartest man in london john clay

The Adventure of the Peculiar Protocols 2019-10-15
acquired from a widow whose husband was descended from the distaff side of holmes s family this mystery finds holmes solving a double
murder in london s theater district

Notes from the Dispatch Box of John H Watson, MD 2013-01-08
hugh ashton has been digging deeper in the deed box that originally belonged to dr watson the friend and colleague of the celebrated
detective sherlock holmes and unearthed three more tales referred to in the original books but never before released to the public colonel
warburton s madness the paradol chamber and the giant rat of sumatra

The West End Horror 1976
long thought lost the box containing the untold tales of the great detective sherlock holmes deposited in the vaults of cox co of charing
cross so long ago has recently come to light it was presented to hugh ashton of kamakura japan the maiden name of whose grandmother
was watson ashton has transcribed and edited the adventures he discovered in there and they have been published by inknbeans press
now for the first time the eleven short stories and novellas discovered in the deed box of john h watson have been collected in one volume
eleven adventures from the deed box series 360 6 x9 pages reproduced in the style of the original canonical adventures and bound
together as a hardcover volume

More from the Deed Box of John H. Watson M.D. 2018-04-03
using real historical events and places adventures are woven into the life of luke a fictional young boy that carries him through tragedies
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and successes in the 1880s orphaned at the age of 13 he rides west on his one eyed pony a sharps rifle and encounters indians and cattle
drovers at a buffalo wallow his pony is killed and he obtains a large black horse luke continues west in search of the horse s true owner at
the rio grande river assistance is provided by a padre who sends luke on west to the bar c ranch to return the black horse with successful
encounters at socorro and magdalena nm luke becomes a ranch hand where his sharps is used on rustlers mountain lions and indians

The Deed Box of John H. Watson, MD 2012-12-01
in her third book author molly carr has for the moment abandoned the watson fanshaw detective agency in favour of discovering as much
as possible about doctor watson radically different in style from her first two books the investigation will nevertheless be of interest to
students of military history railways both indian and british and of course all fans of sherlock holmes holmes is a household name but
where would he be without his biographer beavering away in baker street unknown to everyone except scotland yard and a few luckless
criminals it is time to put the loyal and much put upon man dr john h watson m d centre stage

The West End Horror 1976
when young joseph adler enters a small dorchester bookstore to sell a rare old copy of the strand magazine within its pages is discovered
what appears to be a sheet torn from the diary of sherlock holmes friend doctor watson the implications are incredible when adler is found
dead it is up to bookstore owner thomas jones joined by his young friend juan marcano to search for clues and solve the murder in the
style of their hero sherlock holmes but the older man nicknamed viejo by the cocky younger juan have taken on more than they can
handle as they deal with tough cops and tougher drug dealers to solve the case the discovery of an old tin dispatch box that apparently
belonged to watson leads to a wild case full of mystery murder and revenge it is a rousing tale in the best tradition of the great detective
with a new team of amateur sleuths in a novel that captures the spirit of doyle s classic holmes stories in a modern setting

Sherlock Holmes 2001-08-01
sherlock holmes has only been deceased a month when dr john watson still grieving recounts his final case with holmes a terrifying
mystery it sends watson and holmes into the dark reaches of london s back alleys and the human soul it begins when anne prescott a
lovely scottish nurse begs sherlock holmes and watson to help her find her fiancé and her sister who have gone missing in the teeming
streets of london immediately watson feels an attraction to her that shocks him newly married to mary and deeply in love with her he
struggles to put anne out of his mind as watson and holmes dig into the slums and sewers of london looking for anne s fiancé and sister
they uncover a deadly web of bloody murders horrific medical experiments and even voodoo ritual that threatens not only london but the
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entire british empire and beyond watson must call on his unique combination of expertise in the medical sciences as well as his military
training to stop this killer before london and anne are lost to the killer s bloody plan but time is short and the mystery ever more complex
how can he manage his feelings for anne what about his loyalty to mary he can t have both

In Search of Dr Watson 2011-11-22
four more adventures of sherlock holmes rescued from john watson s deed box by hugh ashton one of the foremost creators of sherlock
holmes pastiches writing today

The Mystery Surrounding Watson's Lost Dispatch Box 2014-06-25
imagine a holmes without his boswell or as is the case with the volume you now hold in your hands imagine a holmes without the voice of
watson is there a difference after all we have learned about the great detective not through his own voice and eyes but through that of his
loyal companion his dear friend his boswell what might we be missing who else could tell of the great detective s feats find out as today s
best sherlock holmes authors including derrick belanger luke kuhns kieran lyne david marcum jack mcdevitt richard paolinelli david ruffle
geri schear don smith elizabeth varadan daniel victor and marcia wilson tell stories from the perspectives of sherlock holmes mrs hudson
colonel sebastian moran raymond chandler inspector lestrade winston churchill violet hunter henry mencken and many others experience
holmes like never before as you go beyond watson includes a special introductory toast from mark levy bsi

Sherlock Holmes and the Case of the Undead Client 2019-06
in this collection of three untold tales rescued for hugh ashton from the box deposited by dr watson in the vaults of cox co of charing cross
sherlock holmes comes to life in three thrilling adventures

Secrets from the Deed Box of John H. Watson M.D. 2018-04-03
once again the confidential files of dr john watson provide us with a thrilling sherlock holmes adventure if you love holmes this book will be
your cup of tea sherlock holmes and his friend dr john watson are no strangers to danger but a visitor s claim that they are to be the
targets of an assassin is unsettling moreover the man says he has created a time machine that has whisked him away to the future
astonishing the idea is so outlandish that the great detective considers tossing the man out on the street but there s more the assassin will
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also shoot queen victoria s son the crown prince when he steps off a train to celebrate her diamond jubilee celebration moreover the
stranger can prove his odd assertion he returns with pictorial evidence a moving picture a pad of sequential photos that shows the violent
deaths of holmes and watson over and over again in grotesque detail with these horrible images seared into their brains the two sleuths
must begin a deadly race against the clock and if they lose the price will be more than their lives their failure might actually cause the
empire to fall clearly it will take every iota of the famous inquiry agent s prodigious mental powers to puzzle out an event that hasn t
happened holmes turns to his brother for help only to learn that mycroft holmes might actually be behind this dastardly plot is it possible
that holmes s own brother is a traitor to the realm mycroft has all the resources of the british empire at his disposal while holmes has only
watson and his merry band of irregulars street urchins he s trained to work as spies how can holmes possibly hope to thwart his brother s
superior resources he can and he must sherlock holmes and watson must pit themselves against a foe that all men fear father time

Beyond Watson 2016-05-12
quirk books is excited to announce the discovery of a never before published adventure from the pen of dr john watson steadfast
companion of the legendary detective sherlock holmes as the tale opens we discover that holmes has vanished and watson has been
framed for a grisly murder writing from a damp cell in coldbath fields penitentiary the falsely convicted prisoner recounts the events
leading to his arrest and provides twelve removable facsimile clues that point to the true culprit among them are an article torn from a
newspaper in california a puzzling manuscript ripped into several pieces a catalog of victorian medicines and marital aids plus a telegram
an arrest report an empty matchbook a train schedule and much more it s up to you to sift through the clues and solve the thrilling
whodunit when you think you ve identified the culprit slice open the final signature of the book sealed at the printer to read the remainder
of the story with beautiful victorian style illustrations and first rate production values the crimes of dr watson will appeal to mystery lovers
of all ages

Tales from the Deed Box of John H. Watson M.D. 2018-01-31
new york times bestseller this rediscovered sherlock holmes adventure recounts the unique collaboration of holmes and sigmund freud in
the solution of a mystery on which the lives of millions may depend first discovered and then painstakingly edited and annotated by
nicholas meyer the seven per cent solution related the astounding and previously unknown collaboration of sigmund freud with sherlock
holmes as recorded by holmes s friend and chronicler dr john h watson in addition to its breathtaking account of their collaboration on a
case of diabolic conspiracy in which the lives of millions hang in the balance it reveals such matters as the real identity of the heinous
professor moriarty the dark secret shared by sherlock and his brother mycroft holmes and the detective s true whereabouts during the
great hiatus when the world believed him to be dead
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The West End Horror 1978
holmes and watson s exploits during the great hiatus are revealed in a series of short stories and novellas these adventures include how
they separately helped stop the moriarities from starting a world war and using a legendary stone to destroy london also revealed are the
facts behind the giant rat of sumatra and holmes s encounter with jack the ripper

Sherlock Holmes and the Time Machine 2020-04-14
the recent decease of one of the descendants of dr watson has brought to light his personal papers these include a number of stories that
dr watson suppressed at the time for various reasons as all involved are long dead the inheritor has agreed to the publication of a set of
eight of the most interesting adventures

Crimes of Dr. Watson 8pack 2007-11-01
this book is based upon correspondence with dr john h watson on a very special missing person case that he and sherlock holmes
investigated dr henry marco disappeared according to his wife after he supposedly build a time machine to travel into the past to change
it for the better both dr marco and holmes and watson change not only the past and the future but many pasts and many futures as they
follow the time trail of the mad doctor extensive annotations have been added by baker street irregular michael joseph halm coordinator
of american mensa s scion the holmesian studies special interest group

The Encyclopaedia Sherlockiana 1979
there is always a healthy interest in the actors who have played the role of the world s most famous detective sherlock holmes but sir
arthur conan doyle also created the world s best known sidekick dr john h watson the men and women who played the role of stalwart ally
is quite an eclectic gathering here is compiled a listing and discussion of some of the best known people who have played the part of
watson from the earliest days of silent film to the action heroes of the 21st century all royalties from this book go towards the undershaw
preservation trust please visit facebook com saveundershaw and like to show your support
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The Seven-Per-Cent Solution: Being a Reprint from the Reminiscences of John H.
Watson, M.D. (The Journals of John H. Watson, M.D.) 1993-09-17

The Adventure of the Coal-Tar Derivative 2022-02-09

The Lost Stories of Sherlock Holmes 2010

Sherlock Holmes and the Mad Doctor 2015-11-19

The Many Watsons 2012-10-11
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